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1. Introduction
In-service-inspections are applied to safety important pipe components in nuclear power
plants (NPPs) to ensure their reliability. In Finland, in-service-inspections are planned
carefully so that the risk of nuclear accident, employees’ exposure to radiation and the cost
of inspections are in balance and within acceptable limits. This approach is called riskinformed in-service-inspection (RI-ISI) [1].
Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is used to calculate the quantitative risk of nuclear
accident and to analyse the importance of different systems and components [2]. PRA’s main
purpose is to support risk-informed decision making. PRA also supports RI-ISI analyses by
quantifying the consequences of pipe failures.
The previous research project report [3] studied the connection between PRA and RI-ISI
analyses. In the report, it was identified that it would be beneficial to developed automatic
piping failure consequence calculator in a PRA software. Hence, this report introduces a
prototype of a new RI-ISI feature which calculates the conditional core damage probabilities
of piping component failures in PRA software FinPSA [4]. FinPSA software is briefly
presented in Section 2. Section 3 discusses how the consequences of piping component
failures can be calculated and points out the limitations of the current approaches. Section 4
presents the new RI-ISI feature, and Section 5 demonstrates the new feature with a
simplified example model. In Section 6, the software design of the new RI-ISI feature is
presented. Section 7 discusses how conditional large early release probabilities can be
calculated, and Section 8 concludes the study.

2. FinPSA
FinPSA is a software tool for full-scope PRA [4]. FinPSA supports PRA levels 1 and 2. Level
1 PRA concerns accident sequences leading to core damage and calculation of the core
damage frequency. Level 2 PRA concerns the progression of severe accidents after core
damage and calculation of frequencies and amounts of releases.
In level 1, FinPSA uses event trees and fault trees [2, 5]. An event tree represents how an
accident can evolve from an initiating event via failures of safety systems to a consequence,
e.g. core damage. A fault tree represents which events can cause the analysed system to
fail. Fault trees are linked to branching points in event trees. From fault trees, minimal cut
sets are solved. Minimal cut sets are minimal combinations of events that can cause the top
event, e.g. core damage. Probabilistic assessment is performed based on minimal cut sets
and reliability data of components.
Level 2 part of FinPSA is based on dynamic containment event trees (CET) and CETL
programming language [4]. The CETL language is used to define functions to calculate
conditional probabilities of event tree branches, timings of the accident progression and
amounts of releases. The CET models are solved by Monte Carlo simulations.
Verification and validation (V&V) procedures have been established for FinPSA [6, 7]. For
each new version, a set of V&V runs/tests is performed. This set contains the most important
validation runs (e.g. generation of minimal cut sets for a set of models) and tests for new and
modified properties.

3. Computation of consequences of piping component failures
For RI-ISI analyses, the failure probabilities of piping components and the consequences of
piping failures need to be estimated [1]. Typical consequence measures are the conditional
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core damage probability/frequency (CCDP/CCDF) and the conditional large early release
probability/frequency (CLERP/CLERF). CCDP/CCDF is usually more convenient from the
computational point of view and it can always be calculated from the PRA model of the NPP.
A failure of a piping component can, for example, cause disturbance in the plant’s usage or
failure of a system. All piping components are not separated in PRA. Typically, one initiating
event or basic event is used to represent the failures of piping components and other events
with similar consequences. Failures of safety system pipes not causing initiating events do
usually not appear in PRA at all [8]. Their consequences are often analysed using other
“surrogate” basic events, e.g. pump and valve failures, which are included in the PRA model.
The consequences of initiating events and basic events in PRA may represent the
consequences of piping failures only roughly, and therefore, more accurate consequence
analyses may be needed in RI-ISI analyses.
The integration of PRA and RI-ISI analyses would improve if the PRA model contained the
pipe failures that are included in RI-ISI. However, a straightforward extension could
complicate the PRA model and calculations too much. PRA models include initiating events,
such as loss of coolant accident (LOCA), which can be caused by several different pipe
failures. Only a single frequency (possibly with uncertainty distribution) is needed for an
initiating event in PRA analyses. PRA calculations would not benefit from dividing initiating
events to smaller parts. In addition, pipe failures that can cause safety systems to fail are
often excluded from PRA because their contribution is very small.
In typical PRA software, CCDPs/CCDFs have to be calculated separately for each
component by setting the failure frequency/probability to 1 or derived from other risk
importance measures [9]. The first step taken in this work was the implementation of new
CCDP/CCDF importance measure in PRA software FinPSA [4]. CCDP/CCDF importance
measure works in the same way as any other risk importance measure in FinPSA:
CCDP/CCDF is calculated for each basic event and initiating event in the model, and they
are listed from the most important to the least important. The CCDP of an initiating event is
calculated as the total frequency of the minimal cut sets including the initiating event divided
by the initiating event frequency. The CCDF of a basic event is calculated following the same
principle.
Limitations with the CCDP/CCDF importance measure are that there is not always a perfect
correspondence between piping component failures and initiating/basic events of the PRA
model, and that the CCDP of an initiating event and the CCDF of a basic event are not
comparable. In addition, the CCDP/CCDF list that FinPSA provides is not the list of
CCDPs/CCDFs of piping component failures. In the next section, a new FinPSA feature is
introduced to overcome these limitations.
To compare CCDPs to CCDFs, one approach is to transform the CCDFs into CCDPs in the
following way [10]:
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑃 = 1 − 𝑒 −𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹 × 𝑡 ,

(1)

where 𝑡 is the time the piping failure is in effect.
The computation of the conditional large early release probability/frequency (CLERP/CLERF)
is in most cases less straightforward than the computation of CCDP/CCDF. The computation
of CLERP/CLERF depends on how the level 2 PRA is implemented and integrated to level 1
PRA. The methods used in the level 2 PRA vary a lot, and the PRA levels 1 and 2 are not
always integrated.
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4. Conditional core damage probability computation feature
This section presents a prototype of a new RI-ISI feature in FinPSA software [4]. It is a table
that specifies piping components and their consequences, and calculates CCDPs based on
PRA results. The table is a part of FinPSA’s database. It is opened from FinPSA menu by
choosing Database > RI-ISI. The feature contains two parts: the main part that can be used
alone and an additional part that can be used for more detailed modelling of piping failure
consequences.

4.1

RI-ISI table

The main part of the RI-ISI feature is a table that contains a row for each piping component
in the model. A RI-ISI table with four piping components is presented in Figure 1. The name
column contains the name of the piping component, which is defined by user. The comment
column can contain any further information of the piping component. Duration refers to the
time the piping failure is in effect and is needed only when the piping failure causes a basic
event (failure of a safety system component) in the PRA model. The CCDP column contains
the calculated CCDPs. The event column is used to add an initiating event or a basic event
that is caused by the piping component failure. The events column contains the initiating
events and basic events that the piping component failure causes.

Figure 1. RI-ISI table.
The data records of FinPSA contain all the basic events and initiating events that are used in
the PRA model. In this approach, piping components are separate from those events and do
not appear in the PRA model (e.g. in fault trees). In the RI-ISI table, it is specified which
initiating events and basic events each piping component failure causes. One piping
component failure can cause multiple events that are modelled in PRA. An initiating event or
a basic event is assigned to the piping component by writing its name in the event column.
Then, it is added to the events column, which contains the list of all events that are caused
by the piping component failure. For example, in Figure 1, pipe4 failure causes initiating
event LLOC and basic event LPCoolF1.
Below the table, there is an area where a consequence is selected. CCDP computation has
to be performed based on the PRA results of the consequence that represents core damage,
but PRA model can contain several consequences for which results are calculated (e.g.
different core damage types and economic consequences). Therefore, the user has to select
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which consequence represents the core damage in the model. In principle, the computation
can also be performed with regard to other PRA consequences, but that is not the idea here.
The CCDP is calculated based on the minimal cut sets of core damage, and therefore, the
PRA results must exist before CCDP computations. FinPSA contains the following algorithms
for total probability/frequency computation [11]:


S1-sum (simple sum)



MCA (computation with cross-products of minimal cut sets)



MCU (minimal cut set upper bound, minimal cut sets assumed independent)
o

Allow IE (initiating events treated as mutually exclusive)

o

Require IE (checks that each minimal cut set includes one initiating event,
initiating events treated as mutually exclusive)

o

Ignore IE (initiating events are not separated from basic events)

If S1-sum is chosen, the CCDP is calculated by the following steps.
1. Set CCDP and CCDF variables to 0.
2. Get next minimal cut set.
3. Divide the frequency of the minimal cut set by probability/frequency of each event that
belongs both to the minimal cut set and the events specified for the corresponding
piping component.
4. If the minimal cut set contains an initiating event specified for the corresponding
piping component, add the conditional probability of the minimal cut set calculated in
step 3 to CCDP variable and go to step 6.
5. If the minimal cut set contains at least one basic event specified for the corresponding
piping component, add the conditional frequency of the minimal cut set calculated in
step 3 to CCDF variable.
6. Check if there is a next minimal cut set. If there is, go to step 2.
7. 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑃 = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑃 + (1 − 𝑒 −𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹 × 𝑡 ), where 𝑡 is the duration.
Other algorithms work differently. Let IE denote the frequency of the initiating event in the
event combination specified for the corresponding piping component. Let BE represent the
probabilities of all basic events in the event combination. The total frequency/probability is
calculated using three different settings and the selected computation algorithm:


Q(IE=0,BE=0)



Q(IE=0,BE=1)



Q(IE=1,BE=1),

where Q is the total frequency or probability. Total frequency computation algorithms can be
studied from ref. [11]. Q(IE=0,BE=0) is the total frequency of those minimal cut sets that do
not contain any of the events specified for the corresponding piping component. Next, the
following formulas are applied:
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𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹 = 𝑄(𝐼𝐸 = 0, 𝐵𝐸 = 1) – 𝑄(𝐼𝐸 = 0, 𝐵𝐸 = 0),

(2)

𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑃 = 𝑄(𝐼𝐸 = 1, 𝐵𝐸 = 1) − 𝑄(𝐼𝐸 = 0, 𝐵𝐸 = 1).

(3)

Finally, 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑃 = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑃 + (1 − 𝑒 −𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐹 × 𝑡 ), where 𝑡 is the duration.
The CCDP values are updated automatically when changes are made to the table.

4.2

Event combinations table

When a row is double-clicked in the RI-ISI table and the table is in view mode, another
window is opened (respectively, the table is modified in edit mode). This window contains
detailed analysis of the chosen piping component. An example of the window is presented in
Figure 2. The upper part of the window contains data from the RI-ISI table. The lower part
contains a table that specifies different failure scenarios that can occur due to the piping
component failure. In the table, it is possible to specify conditional probabilities for different
piping failure consequences, e.g. a small LOCA occurs with a probability of 0.5 and a large
LOCA occurs with a probability of 0.3. This table will be called “event combinations table”
from this point forward.

Figure 2. Event combinations table.
While in the table presented in Figure 1 it was possible to define only one combination of
events that occur due to the piping failure, in the table presented in Figure 2 it is possible to
define multiple combinations and assign conditional probabilities to them. The table of Figure
2 contains nine event columns where the names of the initiating events and basic events are
placed (only four are seen in the figure). There is also a column for other events if the
number of events is larger than nine (Figure 3). In this column, the names of other events are
listed and separated by ‘/’. A new event can be added (in addition to using the nine
numbered event column) using the event column, which is the last column in the table (by
default) and works similarly as the event column of the RI-ISI table. It is also possible to
define separate duration for each event combination. Duration longer than 0 in the table
overrides the duration that appears in the upper part of the window. If the duration in the
table is 0, the duration that appears in the upper part of the window is used in the
computation.

Figure 3. The last columns in the event combinations table.
The CCDP is calculated as a weighted sum of the CCDPs of the failure combinations (rows
of the table):
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𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑃 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 × 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝑃𝑖 ,

(4)

where 𝑃𝑖 is the conditional probability of the failure combination and 𝑛 is the number of the
failure combinations. CCDPs of the failure combinations are calculated as described in
Section 4.1.
The modifications that are made in this window affect the main RI-ISI table. For example,
Figure 4 shows how the row of “pipe5” looks after the detailed piping failure consequence
modelling. In the events column, different event combinations are separated by semicolon.
Conditional probabilities or combination specific durations are not shown in this table, but
they belong to the “pipe5” data and affect the CCDP computation.

Figure 4. RI-ISI table after detailed piping failure consequence modelling.

5. Simple example case
A simple model with two LOCA scenarios is used to demonstrate the CCDP computation.
The PRA model contains two initiating events, large LOCA and small LOCA, and
corresponding event trees. The event trees are presented in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Event tree for large LOCA.
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Figure 6. Event tree for small LOCA.
The event trees could correspond to a pressurized water reactor NPP, but they are very
simplified and do not represent any actual NPP. In the case of large LOCA (LLC), core
damage (CD) occurs if low pressure cooling (LPC) or recirculation cooling (C) does not work.
In the case of small LOCA (SLC), core damage (CD) occurs if reactor scram (RS) does not
work. If reactor scram works, core damage can be avoided if high pressure cooling (HPC)
and recirculation cooling (C) work, or if depressurisation system (D), low pressure cooling
(LPC) and recirculation cooling work. For HPC and LPC, two out of four subsystems are
enough to provide adequate cooling. Failure probabilities for the safety systems are
presented in Table 1. The frequency for large LOCA is 1E-4 and the frequency for small
LOCA is 1E-3.
Table 1. Failure probabilities of safety systems.
System

Probability of failure

Low pressure cooling – 1 subsystem

5E-2

Recirculation cooling system

1E-4

Reactor scram system

1E-7

High pressure cooling – 1 subsystem

5E-2

Depressurisation system

1E-2

Six different types of piping failures are considered possible in the model. They are
represented by piping components pipe11-16. Piping failures can cause either a small LOCA
(SLOC), a large LOCA (LLOC), combination of large LOCA and failure of one subsystem of
low pressure cooling (LLOC/LPCoolF1), failure of one subsystem of low pressure cooling
(LPCoolF1) or failure of one subsystem of high pressure cooling (HPCoolF1). It is assumed
that cooling functions are out of function for 24 hours if they fail.
Figure 7 and Table 2 present CCDP results for the example model. The middle part of Table
2 shows the conditional probabilities of failure combinations. The same information is
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included in the FinPSA model in the same way as in the example of Figure 2. The last
column of Table 2 shows the CCDPs of the piping components and the last row shows the
CCDPs of failure combinations.

Figure 7. RI-ISI table for the example model.
Table 2. CCDP computation for the example model.
Failure
SLOC
combination

LLOC

LLOC/LPCoolF1 LPCoolF1

HPCoolF1

CCDP

pipe11

0.5

0.3

0.2

-

-

4.19E-3

pipe12

0.3

0.4

0.3

-

-

6.04E-3

pipe13

0.3

0.2

0.5

-

-

8.35E-3

pipe14

0.3

0.7

-

-

-

2.58E-3

pipe15

-

-

-

1.0

-

3.45E-9

pipe16

-

-

-

-

1.0

4.50E-10

CCDP

1.48E-4

3.62E-3

1.52E-2

3.45E-9

4.50E-10

Piping component pipe13 has the highest CCDP (8.35E-3) because it causes both large
LOCA and failure of one subsystem of low pressure cooling with the highest probability (0.5).
Those piping failures that cause only failures of safety cooling functions, but not initiating
events have insignificant CCDPs compared to piping failures that cause initiating events.

6. Software design for the RI-ISI feature
Understanding this section requires some knowledge on the design of FinPSA [12, 13].
FinPSA is programmed in Delphi language [14]. FinPSA contains its own database system.
Tables in the FinPSA database are implemented using DataTable unit, and the
elements/rows of the tables are descendants of TNode class. TablForm and TablFrame units
provide user interface of the tables. The RI-ISI table is another table in the database of
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FinPSA and it required standard additions to units GlobDef, MainWindow, Setup, Project and
Sharing just like other tables. Also, data import function in the TablFrame unit was updated.
The implementation of FinPSA data tables is quite complex and can be studied from [12, 13].
Figure 8 presents the class structure of the RI-ISI table implementation. The diagram is
simplified because FinPSA contains many other dependent classes too. Class TProject
represents a FinPSA project and it creates the tables. The RI-ISI table is represented by
TRIISI, TRIISIForm and the corresponding TDataTable and TTableFrame objects. TRIISI
contains the data and TRIISIForm defines the graphical user interface. TDataTable contains
all TRIISI objects. The event combinations table is represented by TRIISIFailure,
TRIISIDetailFrame and the corresponding TDataTable and TTableFrame objects.
TRIISIFailure contains the data and TRIISIDetailFrame defines the graphical user interface.
TRIISI object owns a TDataTable object that contains TRIISIFailure objects. For the event
combinations table, TRIISIDetailFrame and TTableFrame are temporary and are created
again every time the event combinations table is opened. CCDP computation is performed in
class TComputedCutSets.
Contains

TProject

Calls
Create

Calls
Create

TDataTable
(RI-ISI table)

TRIISIForm

TRIISIDetailFrame
RI-ISI
component
data

Contains
Contains Calls SetCCDP

Contains

Calls SetCCDP,
AddRow

TTableFrame

Contains

Contains

TRIISI
Loads, Calls
ComputeCCDP

Contains

TTableFrame

TDataTable
(Event
combinations)

Contains
TComputedCutSets

Calls AddEvent,
CreateRIISIFailure,
Load, Save

TRIISIFailure

Figure 8. Class structure of the RI-ISI table implementation.

6.1

Unit RIISI

The implementation of the RI-ISI table was started by copying/mimicking the hazards table of
FinPSA. Therefore, the structure of unit RIISI is quite similar to the structure of unit Hazard
[12]. Unit RIISI mainly defines object TRIISI, which is an element/row of the RI-ISI table.
TRIISI contains two fields:
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FRData: TRIISIData;



FConsequence: string;

FConsequence is the chosen consequence. FRData is a packed record containing the data
of a row in the table. FRData contains the following fields:


FEvents



FComponentCode : integer;



FDuration

: single;



FCCDP

: single;

: TDataTable;

FEvents is a data table that contains the combinations of failures and events that the piping
failure can cause (which are represented by TRIISIFailure objects). FComponentCode is an
identifier for the RI-ISI component and is not shown for the user. FDuration is the time the
piping failure is in effect. FCCDP is the calculated CCDP value.
TRIISI has the following main functions/procedures:
procedure AddEvent(const Value: NameStr);
Adds an event with name Value to a TRIISIFailure object of FEvents. Calls procedure
AddEvent of TRIISIFailure to do this. Creates new TRIISIFailure object if there is none in
FEvents. Calls setCCDP function in the end.
function GetDataString(F: TDataId): String;
Gives AnsiString for the field F. E.g. in the case of the events column, the function gets the
event names from FEvents, combines them in one string and gives it for the field.
procedure SetDataString(F: TDataId; S: String);
Puts data AnsiString for field F. E.g. in the case of the event column, the procedure calls
AddEvent function if S is not ‘New event’.
procedure Load(F: TByteFile);
Loads TRIISI object. Loads also separately TRIISIFailure objects in FEvents.
procedure Save(F: TByteFile);
Saves TRIISI object. Saves also separately TRIISIFailure objects in FEvents.
function setCCDP(con: String): single;
Calculates CCDP of the RI-ISI component. See algorithms in Section 4.1 and formula in
Section 4.2. Before computation, the function loads the minimal cut sets of the consequence
(TComputedCutsets object). To calculate CCDP, the function calls function ComputeCCDP
which is defined in unit CutLoad for TComputedCutsets object.
procedure CheckProbabilities;
Checks if the sum of the conditional probabilities of the event combinations is over 1.
There are also some standard functions for setting and getting data fields and managing the
fields of the table.
In addition, RIISI unit contains function CreateRIISI which creates TRIISI object, and
TRIISIReaderFiler object which is a descendant of TReaderFiler and loads TRIISI object
when FinPSA is started.
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6.2

Unit RIISIWindow

Unit RIISIWindow defines TRIISIForm form that defines the graphical user interface of the
RI-ISI table. TRIISIForm is a descendant of TTableForm. When the user selects a
consequence, procedure CalculateCCDP goes through each piping component in the table
and calls SetCCDP function of the corresponding TRIISI objects. Otherwise, the functionality
is inherited from TTableForm.

6.3

Unit RIISIFailure

Unit TRIISIFailure has very similar structure as unit RIISI. The unit defines TRIISIFailure
object which is a descendant of TNode and defines a combination of events/failures that can
be caused by the piping failure. TRIISIFailure represents a row in the event combinations
table.
TRIISIFailure contains field FRFData, which is a packed record containing information of the
event combination. FRFData contains the following fields:


FEventCodes



FEvents

: array[0..MaxEventsInCombination-1] of NameStr;



FDuration

: single;



FProbability

: single;



FNumberOfEvents : integer;



FIndex

: array[0..MaxEventsInCombination-1] of integer;

: integer;

FEventCodes contains integer codes of initiating and basic events which are used in many
parts of FinPSA to handle data efficiently. FEvents contains the names of initiating and basic
events. FDuration is the time the piping failure is in effect. FProbability is the conditional
probability of the event combination. FNumberOfEvents is the number of the initiating and
basic events. FIndex is the index of the event combination seen in the table.
TRIISIFailure has the following main functions/procedures:
procedure SetDataString(F: TDataId; S: String);
Puts data AnsiString for field F. E.g. in the case of an event field, the procedure calls
AddEvent procedure.
procedure AddEvent(const Value: NameStr; num: integer);
Adds an event with name Value to FEvents to a place that is defined by num. Organizes the
table so that there are no spaces, if needed.
function GetEventCode(Ind: integer): integer;
Gets the integer code of an event in FEvents determined by Ind and updates FEventCodes.
There are also some standard functions for setting and getting data fields, managing the
fields of the table, and saving and loading objects.
The unit contains also function CreateRIISIFailure which creates TRIISIFailure object.
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6.4

Unit RIISIDetail

Unit RIISIDetail defines TRIISIDetailFrame form that defines the graphical user interface of
event combinations table/window. TRIISIDetailFrame is a descendant of TTableForm.
The form has two fields in addition to the labels seen in the upper part of the window (see
Section 4.2 and Figure 2):


FName: NameStr;



Table: TDataTable;

FName is the name of the RI-ISI component. Table is the data table of TRIISIFailure objects.
The form has the following procedures:
procedure SetCCDP;
Calls SetCCDP function of TRIISI and sets the calculated CCDP value to the label in the
upper part of the window.
procedure PerformAction (TheTag: integer);
This procedure is mostly inherited from TTableForm. However, if insert is pressed, a new
TRIISIFailure object is created. Then, the new TRIISIFailure object is added to Table.
The form has also procedures to create itself and to set FName. Otherwise, the functionality
is inherited from TTableForm.

6.5

Unit Project

Unit Project defines a FinPSA project as TProject object. Its design is presented in ref. [12].
Here, only a few RI-ISI related procedures are described.
TProject has a procedure ShowDatabaseTable which shows the database table with given
ID. In this procedure, RI-ISI table is handled mostly in the same way as other tables.
However, TRIISIForm’s own create function is called instead of that of TTableForm. It is also
defined that if an element is selected in the RI-ISI table (double-clicked or enter pressed on
it), ShowRIISIDetails function from unit MainWindow is called.
ShowRIISIDetails function from unit MainWindow calls ShowRIISIDetail function of TProject
with the selected element index. ShowRIISIDetail creates a new TRIISIDetailFrame. Data
from the selected TRIISI object and its TRIISIFailure objects are set to the
TRIISIDetailFrame. Save action is disabled for TRIISIDetailFrame. Hence, all the data is
saved via TRIISIWindow.

7. Conditional large early release probability
This section presents how conditional large early release probabilities (CLERPs) could be
calculated in FinPSA. The actual software implementation has however not been
programmed yet. The section serves as a plan and basis for the next year’s work.
In FinPSA, level 1 results are passed to level 2 as plant damage states (PDS). Each PDS
has its own containment event tree (CET) in level 2. Using level 1 event trees and interface
trees in combination, minimal cut sets are generated for a PDS, and the frequency of the
PDS is calculated from the minimal cut sets.
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The first step in the computation of the CLERP of a piping failure is to calculate the
conditional probability/frequency for each PDS. Conditional plant damage state
probability/frequency (CPDSP/CPDSF) can be calculated from the minimal cut sets in the
same way as CCDP/CCDF.
Level 2 part of the calculation is more complicated because it contains a complex non-binary
simulation model which does not contain basic events like level 1. Level 2 accident
sequences are categorised into release categories. However, typically there is not a release
category for large early release. Instead, there are multiple release categories that
correspond to large early release. The large early release has to therefore be defined as a
union of particular release categories. A new function needs to be developed to FinPSA for
this.
The simplest computation case is that the analysed piping failure does not affect level 2 at all
(except via PDSs), which is also the most common case. The existing level 2 results include
mean frequencies of release categories separately for each CET. These frequencies are
scaled by the CPDSP/CPDSF values divided by the original PDS frequencies. The resulting
mean conditional probabilities/frequencies of the release categories belonging to the large
early release from each CET are summed, and the result is the CLERP/CLERF. The CLERP
of event 𝐸 is computed as:
𝐶𝐿𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐸 = ∑𝐿𝑡=1 ∑𝑅∈𝐿𝐸𝑅 𝑓𝑅(𝑡) ×

𝑃(𝑃𝐷𝑆𝑡 |𝐸=1)
,
𝑓𝑃𝐷𝑆𝑡

(5)

where 𝐿 is the number of CETs/PDSs, 𝑅 is release category, 𝐿𝐸𝑅 is the set of release
categories belonging to the large early release, 𝑓𝑅(𝑡) is the mean frequency of release
category 𝑅 in 𝑡:th CET, 𝑃(𝑃𝐷𝑆𝑡 |𝐸 = 1) is the conditional probability of 𝑡:th PDS and 𝑓𝑃𝐷𝑆𝑡 is
the frequency of 𝑡:th PDS. Equation (5) can be generalised for multiple events. The equation
for CLERF is similar, except that conditional frequency of 𝑡:th PDS is included instead of
conditional probability. CLERF values can be transformed into CLERP values in the same
way as CCDF values are transformed into CCDP values (see equation (1) in Section 3).
If the analysed piping failure affects level 2, the computation is more complicated. A standard
way of modelling piping failures in level 2 is needed. Piping failures or events caused by
them should therefore be modelled using Boolean variables so that they can be taken into
account in this method. User also needs to define these variables as collected variables so
that their values appear in simulation results. Using this approach, the name of a variable
can be used in the RI-ISI table just like the name of a basic event.
Existing simulation results can also be utilised when a piping failure appears in level 2 model.
Simulation results need to be filtered so that only the results of those sequences where the
analysed variable or variables have value ‘true’ are counted. This means that some
simulation cycles can be completely left out and that only some sequences from a particular
simulation cycle can be included while the others are left out. The frequencies of the
sequences in simulation results are scaled by the CPDSP/CPDSF values divided by the
original PDS frequencies. In each CET, the conditional probabilities/frequencies of the
sequences leading to large early release are summed for each simulation cycle, and the
average value of the sums is calculated (without including those simulation cycles where the
analysed variable or variables did not have value ‘true’). Finally, the average values of the
conditional probabilities/frequencies are summed over all CETs, and the result is the
CLERP/CLERF. Now, the CLERP of event 𝐸 is computed as:
1

𝐶𝐿𝐸𝑅𝑃𝐸 = ∑𝐿𝑡=1 𝑁 (𝐸=1) ∑𝑖∈𝑆𝑡 (𝐸=1) ∑𝑅∈𝐿𝐸𝑅 ∑𝑗(𝑖)∈𝑅 𝑓𝑗(𝑖) ×
𝑡

𝑃(𝑃𝐷𝑆𝑡 |𝐸=1)
× 𝐸𝑗(𝑖) ,
𝑓𝑃𝐷𝑆𝑡

(6)

where 𝑁𝑡 (𝐸 = 1) is the number of simulation cycles for which variable 𝐸 is 1 (‘true’) in at least
one sequence of 𝑡:th CET, 𝑆𝑡 (𝐸 = 1) is the set of simulation cycles for which variable 𝐸 is 1
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(‘true’) in at least one sequence of 𝑡:th CET, 𝑓𝑗(𝑖) is the frequency of sequence 𝑗 in 𝑖:th
simulation cycle and 𝐸𝑗(𝑖) is the value of variable 𝐸 in sequence 𝑗 in 𝑖:th simulation cycle.
Again, equation (6) can be generalised for multiple events, and the equation for CLERF is
similar, except that conditional frequency of 𝑡:th PDS is included instead of conditional
probability.
If tight integration of PRA levels 1 and 2 is used so that some information from level 1 other
than PDS frequencies is used in level 2 computations, it can be difficult to calculate CLERP
using existing level 2 results. In some cases, it can be possible to deduce the conditional
probabilities/frequencies of level 2 sequences from the existing results only, but otherwise
completely new level 2 calculations with adjusted input data are needed.

8. Conclusions
This report introduces a new RI-ISI feature which calculates CCDPs of piping component
failures in PRA software FinPSA. The CCDPs of all piping component failures can be
calculated automatically at once in the same RI-ISI table, based on the results of the PRA
model. This feature does not complicate the PRA model at all, regardless of how many
piping components are included. The feature contains two levels and it supports,
respectively, both simple and detailed piping failure consequence modelling. If there is one
initiating or basic event for each piping component in the PRA model, only the first level of
the feature can be used. It is, however, also possible to assign combinations of initiating and
basic events to piping components, and even give conditional probabilities to different event
combinations, if the user wants to model uncertainty in piping failure consequences.
The new RI-ISI feature is currently just a prototype and is not included in the official version
of FinPSA. It can be added to the official FinPSA when users accept or request it.
CLERP is another important consequence measure for piping failures. Its computation was
also discussed, but not implemented. CLERP could also be added to the RI-ISI feature.
However, its computation is more challenging to implement than that of CCDP. The plan is to
implement CLERP computation in FinPSA in 2017.
The CCDP calculation feature could also be applied to other events than piping failures, such
as fires. Actually, it can be used calculate any conditional consequence probabilities.
Currently, the RI-ISI feature calculates only CCDPs, but RI-ISI analyses require also failure
probabilities of piping components. It could be possible to add failure probabilities to the RIISI table of FinPSA and implement some sort of inspection interval decision rules or
optimisation algorithm. However, the approach to determine inspection intervals should be
decided first. On the other hand, it is also simple to export CCDP values to other
applications, where inspection interval optimisation can be performed based on the results.
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